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A3STFACT

INTRINSIC RFACTOR SAFETY THROUGH DESIGN 

Prepared by 

N. J. Palladino and A. B. Foderaro 

of 

The Pennsylvania State University 

Every reactor has characteristics built into it which influence 

its safety to the surrounding populace. These characteristics can 

be markedly influenced by including certain desirable features as 

part of the design of the reactor and its control system.  

The safety characteristics of a reactor system which can be 

strongly influenced by design may be classified under two headings, 

those that are inherent to the core and those inherent to the con

trol system. As examples of the first are the temperature and or 

power coefficients, flow coefficients, or pressure coefficients 

influencing nuclear characteristics;.heat capacity and conductivity 

of the fuel elements and cladding influencing meltdown-characteristics 

during transients; incorporation of built-in fuses, or other devices 

to implement shutdown. As examples of the second are interlocks, 

redundancy and duplication of components in control systems, and 

multiple safety settings for scram points. Permeating the design 

philosophy may be the concept of large margins of safety at crucial 

points insofar as these mLrgins can be identified as contributing 

to the safety without negating the purpose of the reactor.  

This paper will discuss the type of steps which one can take 

at present, the steps currently being taken and steps that might 

be taken with further research and development work in prescribed 

areas., to enhance safety by means of design.



PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES IN "CONSEQUENCES IýMITING" 

SAFEGUARDS IN FACILITY DESIGN

Dr. W. E. Johnson
4-

0

"A review of *Consequenoes Ilmiting" safeguards incorporated in the design 

of reactor facilities in the United States is presented which indllates that 

reliable safeguards can be provided to protect the public. Included in this . .  

review are such design features as multiple barrier containment, ducted 

:Containment, pressure suppression, missile and shock wave protection, aid 

,s -t filtration and rubbhlx of the 

atmosphere. The evolution of such design features is traced to the present 

"time and includes discussion of practices being considered in reactor 

facilities in the advanced planning stage. The comparative effectiveness 

of these techniques and the role they must play in the advancementuOf the 

nuclear power industry is discussed.
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ABSTRACT FOR IAEA SNPOSIM4 
ON REACTOR SAFETY AND HAZARDS EVALUATION T0IQU• 

REACTOR SAFETY AND CONSTRUCTION PRACTICE 

, by 

Dr. Peter A. Morris 
Division of Compliance 
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington 25, D. C.  

The relation of construction practice to reactor safety is 

discussed in terms of past and current U. S. experience and 

thinking. Examples and illustrations of this relation. -re 
given with respect to power, test and research reactors and 

critical facilities. Topics discussed include selection of 
materials, quality control, specification of construction 

techniques, workmanship, acceptance checking and functional 

testing of systems and components, and inspection methods and 

results.



IFX~K now orET 13TU OxT1 O " REmaCOs 

Clifford K. Back 
-ad 

Frederick J.Shea 
Div. of Liceasulg and Regulatien 
V. S. Atomic Zunery Coemission 

The paper points out tha safe operation of a reactor facility.  
like safe design, is directed at muinimizng the probability of an 
accident and llnmtig .the consequencos should Ooe occur. ThM chief 
accident prevention fumtoa of the operating practices of a reactor 
facility we to: 

1, Give assurance of won-mdosiga operatio& 

1. Critically review plant performwee and develop revisions 
and adjustents In dealgn ubere actual parfo=wnce is set 
in accord with expectations of the designer.  

3. Detect hazards not foreseen by the deslgoer.  

The staff functions to smnLam the o wssque uqs of malfunctions.  
failures and mishaps by: 

1. Doing alert to incipient deviations from normal, explorin 
any deviations or abnormalities and anticipating siteatrios 
in hiach trouble might develop.  

1. Waiuta•ai carefully prepared and up-to-dato emea ency 
procedures and equipment, mid plans for coping with my 
mergencies likely to arise.  

The role of training in each of these functions is discussed, 
and the problems of using highly trained personnel in jobs that may 

be largely routine are recognl•d. The organizatioual structure and 
its Influence on the safety functions are investigated, sod the 
important problem of reconciling centralised responsibility with the 
necessity for broad review of operational decisions is educed. The 
desirability of pro-planning and the establiusment of considered 
moutine is noted.



POST STARTUP REACTOR SAFETY 

Ideally, by the time a reactor has been designed, constructed, and 

started up, practically all of the safety problems should have been 

identified, considered, defined, and analyzed, and the results in

corporated into the design, or into manuals, procedures and standards.  

The operating staff should have been trained and pre-startup and 

startup tests should have demonstrated the adequacy and reliability 

of equipment and adequacy of procedures. In such an ideal case, it 

should be possible to achieve and maintain adequate operating safety 

through the application of relatively straightforward management* 

principles. Although substantial improvements have been made in 

reactor safety in recent years, reactor operation has inherently 

greater potential hazards than most operations, that additional atten

tion to operating safety is desirable.  

Generalized safety practices, developed through many years of pro

duction reactor operation, are believed to be applicable to achieving 

optimum operating safety for more recently designed reactors that may 

incorporate advanced safety features and that are being built on a 

less hurried schedule.  

The principles that are Important in achieving safety in reactor 

operation have been widely publicized. They are: 

1. Adequate training of personnel.  

2. Clear definition of responsibility, authority, and 

accountability.  

3. Use of written procedures for all operations.  

4. Provision of Standards and limits within which the 

reactor must be operated.  

5. Review of the operation at high levels of responsibility., 

6. Thorough analysis of all Unusual Incidents.  

This paper describes in some detail how the above principles have 

been made to work in practice in the operation of production reactors.  

The general theme Is post-critical reactor safety optimization, in

cluding technical problems of safety, examination and analysis of 

safety systems, effects of programmatic and procedural changes, and 

use of supporting organization and management review procedures of 

changes affecting reactor safety.  

- mon 
Lj. Wemours & Co.  

S8LV& sv . Rver Plant 

AAJ~w - ~ S~~thCarolina.



ABSTRACT. 1/19/62 

The •La. &ar .r.g-se !) Safet' PetN earhn ir helat crshll tc Reactor 

By; Joseph DiN-nno 
Suanley S7awl euicS 

Safot! evaiuattion of reactors ir. the U:itel S3ates !s based heavilY 

upon informatioM accumulated as a result of development*l krograms intended 

primarill to prcvide a foundation on wh-:h safe design and oper"t.t-eould 

be based. Because of the diversity of Irograin6 related t c numerous develop

ser.ts on a variety of react.ore and the wide spectria of esiences involved, 

the safety evaluator is presented with the challenging problez of keeping 

4abreast of many reports on such developments iL terms of their si~nIficance 

to nuclear safety. There have been several ways established in the 

Uaited States for making more readily availa•-e to the hazard evaluators 

the results of current reactor developmen.ts pertaining to safety.  

In addition to the safety research wcrk conducted as a part of reactor 

design and developmett proerams, the AEC Is suyporting extensive work 

s•ecifically oriented towards providing a more oriective basis for 

evaluatinrg the safety of reactors through better underetanding of the 

pertinent factors. Some important elemeats in the AEC'a safety research 

prciram as they relate to questlorus on reactor safe-y will be discussed.  

A close relationship has been found desirable between those who implement 

such programs and those who wst apply the results derived. A system 

for accomplishing this typo of coordilat7.ct has beer eetab,.isfhed within 

the U. S. Atomic Evergy Commission.



ABSTACT 

D•VIPTW OF RFACTCR SAFM STAXOMM 

Formal reactor safety standards are in essence written statements of vhat 

constitutes good and safe practice in reactor work., issued with the assent of 

experts in the field. They are voluntarily arrived at, and their observance 

is not mandatory unless made so by govermental authority. In .the United 

States of America the American Standards Association centralizes the develop

ment of reactor safety standards. Reactor safety standards vary greatly in 

specificity from one to another aspect of reactor safety, depending upon the 

degree to which recognized good practice has evolved.  

Standards are being developed in almost all areas of reactor safety.  

The more specific standards are developing in the mechanical engineering field, 

where the practices of vessel and piping fabrication and design are well recog

nized and in the handling of fissile materials. Less specific but still useful 

standards are evolving in the areas of control system design and operation, 

reactor system stability investigation, atmospheric dispersion of fission 

products, operator qualification and organization. Some subjects, such as 

reactor siting, appear difficult to standardize in even a general way.  

The voluntary creation of safety standards by the nuclear industry, vhich 

standards the industry itself can alter by due process, will probably obviate 

the need for some goveramental regulations on nuclear reactors, and is of 

assistance to the government in establishing those regulations vhich are 

necessary.  

GeoAsst11u K.iDC
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A Review of seing Res"at" Safety 

by 

Jospeh a. A.is 
HeLawn lodger ociate 

mounes Gcr.ft Ill.  

After a decade of sxpertie in tboiig ra=ctor desia, experi 
mei•ttion. and oporatiog much has been learned about the safety 
aspects of this reactor type. The kinds and sources of safety Infoma= 
tion obtained In the experimental progrme of a domen reactors operated 
in the USA ame Wsaiarid.  

Baserds associated directly vih the core May be divideod at 
spoutamnous end induced categories. Of principal interest In the 
former are stability problms. fm * variety of expermmente it has 
been ho that unstable tendencies stay be due to: direct positive 
feedback of delayed stem void rowtivities; baesialy hydraulic 
phesomeal interactions of the reactor and external oquipment. Certain 
significant parameters - wsltudes, frequenc•es and time constants 
have been experimentally determined as concisely characteristi• 
unstable tendencies, and this dat ftrm many reactors is oumsarioed. A 
theoretical understnading of these experiments has also been achieved.  
Design criteria and methods of avoiding unstable tendencies are 
presented.  

Hatards also exist uiiihh my be induced by coolant and reactivity 
truisients. These are ewmerated together with design considezations 
they necessitate. Special ptoblm are met uhen a boiliog core is used 
is conjunction with a superheater, Auether integral or external. Other 
design problems arise out of conflicts between safety roqsrimeuts and 
econumic optimum perf4manme. In particular It is shown bow posculated 
hazards effect the design of fuel elments and the control system.  

Many methods of obtailing quantitative measures of boiling reactor 
safety ar evaluated. Reactivity coefficients, void volunes, and other 
parameters InflUuciug dyourc behavior have been measured on the oa 
hand, ihLle Integral dy4nmcs experiments on the other hand give their 
coubined effect. Of special interest has been the developmat of general 
techniques of obtaining infomation about reactors without necessitatvIn 
ciomnqx experimental equipment and Interfexig with reactor operation: 
spectral density in the frequency domain of the reactor power and other 
functIons; carsscorrelation of reactor functiosns fundsmsntsl time 

Sconstants and frequency constants by elomeatey analyses of fluctuations 
Sit the time domauM. Related to the"e experiments, the theory of the 

effect on safety, of stochastic processes present in bolling reactors 
is discussed.


